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Well, hot dry weather and almost no grass through this summer meant that our alpacas didn’t 
suffer from worm burdens, and in July we were able to move them onto clean pastures that 
still had a touch of green here and there. However, in August there was just dead grass 
everywhere. We fed winter rations of hay and haylage from July onwards, plus lots of Graze-
on. The advent of some rain in August meant that in September we could finally get back to 
summer rations for most of our alpacas. Just the older girls and the TLC group are still 
munching through the Graze-on.

The crias are still gaining 
weight well. However, mild 
damp weather usually brings 
with it parasite problems, and 
this year is no different. So we 
started doing faecal testing 
and, sure enough, we found 
some coccidia among the 
crias, and so they were 
treated and moved onto clean 
paddocks.

Parasites
It’s really important to be aware how the weather conditions can affect parasite burdens. Hot, 
dry weather is the only way parasites can be controlled in the UK, as the winters just aren’t 
cold enough to knock them back. But warm rainy weather should always set alarm bells 
ringing, and extra vigilance is required. Keep an eye on poo piles and look under tails for any 
signs of diarrhoea. Do regular  body condition scoring all year round so you can pick up on 
any weight loss - most alpacas have a good covering of fleece again by now, after their spring 
shearing, so they can disguise weight loss more easily, although, certainly with huacayas, you 
may notice a parting in the fleece along the spine: this can also indicate weight loss.

Hay and Haylage
The prices of hay, haylage and straw are all 
going to be very high this winter, and it would be 
wise, if you haven’t already done so, to 
purchase what you need while you still can. We 
were lucky to be able to make sufficient 
quantities of hay and haylage this year on our 
own farm. And we have managed to buy a 
supply of good Spring Barley Straw for bedding. 
There is straw about, but neither the quantity 
nor the quality is there. 2018 saw a tough 
harvest, with a lot of straw lost to fires, caused 
by harvesters, balers or tractors catching fire. 
There were six major fires just nearby to us.

Foxes
We have noticed a big increase in the fox population around our grazing areas this year. The 
foxes are consequently looking for new food sources, and are getting braver, coming into 
farmyards. On the 80 acre block in Whitchurch Hill 24 foxes were shot in just two months, and 
on the 37 acre hillside just across from the main farm area, 12 foxes were shot in just two 
weeks. It’s imperative to keep the fox populations under control, as we have found them to be 
a major source of mange mites.



Body Condition Scoring (BCS)
While the mild weather holds we shall be doing our next BCS assessments to determine 
which group each alpaca will be allotted to ready for the winter, depending on its BCS. In 
autumn and winter it’s crucial to be aware of any alpaca that might be losing weight, 
especially pregnant females, as we don’t want them to lose their precious crias. We aim to 
keep our pregnant females at just above average BCS throughout the winter. This can only be 
achieved via regular BCS testing, and changing feeding routines when necessary. Faecal 
testing will also be included in our autumn checks, and treatment undertaken where 
necessary. We have clean paddocks all ready to move alpacas into when required.

Ultrasound scanning for pregnancy is under way.  When we can see a foetus in utero, 
then we know we have a pregnancy! We do spit offs as part of our mating strategy, but a 
female can also spit off when she has a retained CL, which can be very disappointing when 
no cria arrives, after a whole year of anticipation, 
next year. If we find by scanning that a female is 
not pregnant, then she will be put into an open 
females group, which are on a different feeding 
routine through the winter, and will be mated in 
the first group next year.

Pregnant females for sale 
We offer exceptional pregnant 
females for sale, many with cria at 
foot. All alpacas offered for sale are 
from Bozedown Champion Pedigree 
Bloodlines.
The females offered for sale are only 
a selection. We offer genuine value 
for money,  with full support, and offer 
discounts on quantity. Please contact 
us with any special requests.
All scanned pregnant females are 
sold with live birth (48 hours) 
guarantee within mainland UK, 
unless stated otherwise. They will 

also be supplied with comprehensive Veterinary health certificates and handover reports. We 
offer tremendous depth of quality across our entire herd and throughout the price range – 
both huacayas and suris, and all colours. Please contact Mary-Jo (0771 875 0303) with your 
requests.

Herd health security
All breeding stock are routinely tested with 
the BAS recommended Enferplex bTB test 
before leaving our farm. Our entire herd 
also tested clear again in June this year.

Bozedown Studs - exceptional Herdsires for your herd
Bozedown Studs have been consistently producing Prize winning progeny for almost 30 
years. You just have to look through our Stud Catalogue to see the breadth and depth of our 
pedigree lines:
https://www.bozedown-alpacas.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/2018-Stud-
Catalogue-1.pdf
It’s quite breathtaking when you take in the strength of genetics which we have assembled 
and integrated into our Bozedown herd over the years.
These genetics are easily accessible directly through our Stud services, via sales of pregnant 
females, through their cria standing at foot, or by buying reliable Studs as Herdsires. Several 
new young studs have started working this year. Please contact Mary-Jo with your request. 
All Studs are sold with fertility guarantee.
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